In this article, one of the key questions I will be asking is whether the publication process of children's literature written in a minority language and the interrelationship between the illustrations and text during this process call into question the notion of a predetermined original, as well as the binary model of the translation process and, ultimately, the fixed nature of language. As a case study, I will analyze a picturebook-Selina Chönz's Uorsin (1945)-that was simultaneously released in two languages (one a major language and the other a minority one) and in multiple dialects (of the minority language). I will also discuss Uorsin's two sequels, Flurina und das Wildvöglein (1952) and Der grosse Schnee (1955)-which were first written in German as accompaniments to the images of the illustrator, Alois Carigiet, and which were only translated into Romansh at a later point in time. I will draw on scholarship in translation studies (Roman Jakobson; André Lefevere), adaptation studies (Linda Hutcheon), children's literature (Maria Nikolajeva and Carole Scott; Benjamin Lefebvre), and children's literature translation studies (Emer O'Sullivan; Riitta Oittinen; Gillian Lathey) and show that the written text and its illustrations are already in conversation during the publishing process. Thus, each can be described as a form of adaptation of the other.
W riting, translation, and publishing practices often follow more complex patterns than the "the full transposition of one (monolingual) source code into another (monolingual) target code" (Meylaerts 5) . This is particularly true in the case of translators and writers who originate from countries or regions where two or more languages interact within one cultural system. In such areas, the publishing process itself may not be monolingual-since multilingual authors move fluidly between multiple tongues, frequently disregarding boundaries between different languages. Publishing houses may themselves work in multiple languages. In the case of minority-language publishers, a work may also be published in multiple forms for different reasons: not just for commercial purposes but also for language maintenance and preservation purposes. Additionally, when looking at children's literature and picturebooks in particular, this process is further complicated by the relationship between the text and illustrations. In the case of a minority language such as Romansh, Switzerland's fourth national language, where no one dialectal variety dominates, the intralingual textual transformation (conjoining Jakobson's and Lefebvre's terms) of a text from one dialect into another adds to the multilingual nature of the publishing process.
Uorsin/Ursin/Uorset/Schellen-Ursli: A Picturebook Released Simultaneously in Five Different Versions
In this section, I will analyze Swiss author Selina Chönz's (1910 Chönz's ( -2000 Uorsin (1945) , one of the biggest lasting successes among Swiss picturebooks (Neue Zürcher Zeitung 54). That success was largely due to its dual appeal as, first, an adventure story for children and, second, an atmospheric tableau of Alpine life for adults . The book has been published in ten languages, with the total number of copies sold worldwide thought to be 1.7 million. I will explore how the publishing process calls the binary relationship between original and translation, and source language and target language, into question. Uorsin was originally written in Ladin, one of the dialects of Switzerland's fourth national language, Romansh. The picturebook was illustrated by another Romansh speaker, Alois Carigiet (1902 Carigiet ( -1985 . Carigiet, however, came from the Surselva area and spoke the Romansh dialect known as Sursilvan. Carigiet was a well-known graphic designer in Switzerland and was the first winner of the Hans Christian Andersen Award for Illustration in 1966 for his work for Uorsin and its sequels, as well as his own picturebook trilogy. Chönz approached him several times before he finally agreed to illustrate her children's story in 1939 (Trullmann). Significantly, this happened to be one year after Romansh was declared a national language of Switzerland. Carigiet began working on the illustrations in 1940. According to Chasper Pult ("Ein Engadiner Kuppler"), it was at the suggestion of Jon Pult, the author of both the German and Romansh prefaces of the book and a well-known Romansh language activist, that Chönz contacted Carigiet to illustrate the story. Having grown up in a Romansh-speaking area, Carigiet knew the Graubünden culture well and could, thus, play a mediating role between the culturally and linguistically diverse Romansh valleys (Pult, "Ein Engadiner Kuppler" 40) . Romansh is divided into five regional varieties, which Romansh-speakers call "idioms," because each idiom possesses its own written version with its own grammar and lexicon. The differences between the idioms on a lexical, grammatical, and intonational level are considerable, and speakers of one idiom do not automatically understand speakers of the others. This means that intralingual translations of books are required between Romansh variants.
Three editions of Uorsin were released simultaneously in 1945: one in German, titled Schellen-Ursli, which was a self-translation by Chönz, and two in Romansh; each of the latter was an "ediziun comüna-ivla" (Chönz, La naivera/La cuffla gronda), or joint edition containing two of the Romansh idioms. One Romansh edition comprises the story in Ladin and Sursilvan, and another in Sutsilvan and Surmiran. This complex language scenario is clearly stated on the copyright page of the first edition in German (Schellen-Ursli, 1945) . There are, therefore, four Romansh versions of Uorsin, and each was written by a different author. Two famous Romansh writers and a teacher were asked to produce the intralingual Romansh translations of Chönz's Ladin version: Catholic priest Gion Cadieli (1876 -1952 wrote the Sursilvan version; the well-known Capuchin priest Alexander Lozza wrote the Surmiran version; and Curò Mani (1918-1997) The cultural capital these authors commanded within the valleys in which their idiom is spoken would persuade adults to buy the book for their children. Furthermore, the preface underlines the fact that this book is part of a larger multilingual publishing process-both by introducing the various editions and adaptations for Romansh and German speakers, and by using the different names given to Uorsin in the different linguistic versions. The way the idioms were divided up between the volumes, however, shows that there are other factors at play besides the attempt to reflect the linguistic diversity of Romansh. The idioms are not placed together in the editions based on the degree of mutual understanding between them but rather based on the authors' backgrounds. Chönz originally wrote Uorsin in Ladin, and Sursilvan is the idiom spoken by Carigiet. Thus, publishing a joint edition in these two idioms meant that the Lia Rumantscha, the publisher of the Romansh volumes, could maximize sales for the book within the valleys from which the two contributing authors originated. By default, the remaining two idioms, Sutsilvan and Surmiran, were published together in the other joint Romansh edition. Additionally, by publishing joint editions, the Romansh volumes could be printed in a calculable number of copies (Pult, "Kastanien mit Schlagrahm" 51) . The decision to place two idioms alongside one another was also based on economic factors: four versions of the same story by four writers accompanied by illustrations by one famous graphic designer would make for the widest readership possible in Romansh, and one edition containing two versions in different idioms could be sold in two different areas that spoke different idioms of Romansh.
It can also be argued that editions containing two versions in two variants of the language enable Romansh readers to gain access to the other idioms of Romansh, thus strengthening the relationship between the idioms. Many Romansh books were published in the post-war years as a means of promoting Romansh cultural identity as part of the Romansh linguistic renaissance. These publications became an element of identification and propaganda. However, not all were translated into all the idioms. According to Rico Valär, one of the most successful projects that came out of the Romansh renaissance was precisely Uorsin, the story of a young boy from the Swiss mountains who searches for the largest bell in the village to lead the procession at the Romansh regional folk festival, called Chalandamarz (38). It was due to its strong self-awareness as Romansh literature and its portrayal of Romansh culture that Uorsin was embraced and distributed by members of the Romansh linguistic renaissance (Valär 38) . It is highly probable that the use of well-known authors as translators to add adaptations in the other Romansh idioms contributed to its success, as did Carigiet's renown and his well-loved illustrations. These intralingual textual transformations cannot be seen as translations in the traditional sense, but rewritings that reflect and extend from the original in a deliberate manner to preserve the Romansh culture (Hutcheon xiv, 4; Brodzki 1-2). This is reflected in the language used in both the Romansh and German editions. The paratext for the volumes includes words such as Übertra-gung (transfer) into German and adataziun (adaptation) into Romansh. In this case, however, both the interlingual and intralingual transformations occur prior to publishing and, thus, form an integral part of the "original," giving equal status to the three simultaneously published versions.
Nevertheless, the layout of the joint editions clearly separates the two idioms within each couple and maintains Chönz's authorship of the text: The Ladin text is followed by the Sursilvan text in italics, separated only by an illustrated flower and, on the title page, Chönz and Carigiet's names are placed next to each other under the title; in the Ladin/Sursilvan edition, Gion Cadieli's name is written below, in a smaller font and accompanied by the statement that his work is an adaptation: "adattaziun sursilvana: Sur Gion Cadieli" (Chönz, Uorsin, 1945) . This layout is also echoed in the Sutsilvan/Surmiran edition. The fact that these versions were published simultaneously, nevertheless, places the adaptations on equal footing to Chönz's Ladin version. Speakers of Sursilvan, for example, would focus on their idiom instead of Chönz's version-first, because of their familiarity with Gion Cadieli over Chönz, since at the time he was more well known in the Surselva than Chönz; and second, because Ladin would not necessarily be accessible to them. On the other hand, the fact remains that the joint editions allow a curious child or adult to compare the different dialects of their own language if familiar with different idioms.
The Relationship between Illustrations and Text
Literary illustration as translation is a complex process of cross-temporal, cross-spatial recontextualization. Using research in the translation of children's literature (O'Sullivan)-which is in turn based on Jakobson's notion of intersemiotic translation (233), or translation as an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs belonging to nonverbal sign systemsthis section aims to demonstrate how literary illustration is a form of translation. It also aims to show that if translation is viewed as a form of rereading or rewriting (Lefevere; Oittinen)-something that is "a dialogic, carnivalistic, collaborative process carried out in individual situations" (Oittinen, "The Verbal" 84), "where illustrators, authors, translators, publishers, and different readers meet and influence each other" ("Where the Wild" 129)-the publishing process of a picturebook created by an author-illustrator team questions the notion of a predetermined original since what would usually be viewed as the original (i.e., the published book) is the product of negotiations (or influences) that take the form of intersemiotic translation and textual adaptations by the author and illustrator. In Uorsin's case, as we will see, the text influenced the illustrations, which then influenced the text in return. The illustrations and text, taken together as a single published entity (iconotext), then influence the reading of the picturebook (Nikolajeva and Scott 2). This is a continuous, never-ending cycle of what Oittinen (Translating 138-9; "The Verbal" 96)-drawing on the work of Bakhtin (124-5)-refers to as crowning and uncrowning; in other words, one day the author is "the symbol of authority" or queen/king, the next day, the author loses her/his authority and the illustrator becomes the queen/king.
The Ladin text for Uorsin was written by Chönz first, and only once she had a "finished" version did she approach-or crown-Carigiet to illustrate the story with images. Carigiet finally agreed to take on the task because Chönz's use of his childhood language moved him to do so: "My work in this field [children's literature] was inspired by the written word, in particular that of the Romansch language. I was first inspired in this direction by words uttered in my first meeting with Selina Chönz" (Carigiet 157). It then took him five years to produce the illustrations. Over that period, he made multiple visits to the village in the Engadin where Chönz lived. This village, called Guarda, alongside Chönz's Romansh words, became Carigiet's inspiration for the illustrations. Thus, the illustrations are a form of translation stemming from a specific environment, as well as from Chönz's words, as well as from the Romansh language in general-more specifically, what Carigiet perceived the Romansh language to be, that is, the Sursilvan idiom with which he was familiar.
Yet the (re)visualization of Uorsin did not end there. Once Carigiet had created the illustrations, Chönz altered certain parts of the text to better match the images. Once again, she had the symbol of authority. In other words, she transformed or translated her text to better morph with the illustrations. This is especially reflected in the length of the story since Chönz shortened it to fit in with Carigiet's illustrations: "Il text original sto gnir scurzni da manü" (the original text had to be substantially shortened) (Trullmann). That Chönz made alterations to the text based on the illustrations is also apparent in the German version of Uorsin. In the published Ladin version, the reader finds many of Uorsin's characteristics described in the written text, which is then used by Carigiet as inspiration for his illustrations-something we can see in the illustrations themselves. However, these descriptions are not present in the German version, where Chönz (who self-translated the story)
INTRA-CULTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS instead allows the reader to view these characteristics only through the book's illustrations. This is, on the one hand, due to the close interaction between images and text in picturebooks (O'Sullivan), but it could also be due to Carigiet's dominant position as the more well-known of the two contributors. Both on a macro and micro level, the illustrations and written text of a picturebook are always in conversation.
When co-present in a work, they form separate parts of the whole and, thus, perform different functions. This double layer of intersemiotic translation is present in the process and product of the translation of Uorsin, as well as its sequels (as we will see below). Another reason for looking at the interplay between writing and illustrations is because it raises questions regarding the singular ownership of the text (Nikolajeva and Scott 29). Uorsin is often attributed to Carigiet because, in comparison to the text, the images dominate the double page spread and because he was more well-known than Chönz at the time of the book's first publication. Yet in the volume's paratext, the two are given equal weight. Uorsin's cover identifies both Chönz and Carigiet as authors, and their names are both depicted in equal size (not giving prominence to either). However, in all versions of the preface of both the German and Romansh editions (except for the 1971 Romansh preface), Pult mentions that it was Chönz who approached Carigiet with the story not the other way around, as is often portrayed (Chönz, Uorsin, 1971, German edition) . This shows that Pult is attempting to pin-point the ownership of the text and the source of the initial inspiration. There are two points to make regarding Pult's continued persistence. First, if translation is viewed as rewriting, there is no source to be found since (due to it being a never ending-process as described above) Chönz's inspiration came from somewhere and Uorsin was not created in a vacuum. She states that she was inspired to write Uorsin while she was a primary school teacher in Zurich, because she felt that the people living in the mountains had a lot to share with children growing up in the working-class neighborhoods of the city (Trullmann). Second, it was neither the verbal nor the visual alone that resulted in Uorsin's popularity: it was the iconotext as a whole. However, since Carigiet was much more well-known at the time, Pult's persistence can be seen as an attempt to raise Chönz's subordinate status and bring the two contributors onto an equal footing-in other words, a dual ownership of equal weighting.
A Multilingual or Monolingual Schellen-Ursli?
As already mentioned, besides the intralingual textual transformations into other Romansh idioms, a German edition of the text was also published contemporaneously with the source text. This German version later became the one from which further translations into other languages were made (Pult, "Kastanien mit Schlagrahm" 50) . In this section, I will discuss the translation of the text into German and whether the multilingual nature of the creation and publishing processes of the Romansh editions is also reflected in it.
As stated in the German edition's preface of Schellen-Ursli, the German text is a free translation of the original, written by Chönz herself (Schultze-Kraft 159). Initially, Chönz was not going to create the German version herself, but she was dissatisfied with the versions submitted by the two German authors approached for the translation (Pult, "Kastanien mit Schlagrahm" 54). That Schellen-Ursli (1945) is a self-translation by the author is also mentioned in the preface of the German first edition (1945): "Die Autorin hat ihren romanischen Text frei ins Deutsche übertra-gen" (the author translated her Romansh text freely into German). This gives Chönz's German version equal status to her Ladin version and shows the multilingual competence of the author.
The copyright page of the German first edition also mentions the other editions released in the four Romansh idioms, thus drawing our attention to the multilingual processes involved in the production of the Romansh and German editions of Uorsin:
Von dem Buch "Schellen-Ursli" erscheinen unter dem Titel "Uorsin" im Verlag der Ligia Romontscha in Chur gleichzeitig zwei romanische Ausgaben: eine mit ladinischem und surselvischem und eine zweite mit surmiranischem und sutselvischem Text. (Chönz, Uorsin, 1945) From the book Schellen-Ursli, two Romansh editions were published under the title Uorsin by the publishing house Lia Rumantscha in Chur: one in Ladin and Sursilvan and a second in Surmiran and Sutsilvan.
Yet other than these instances, the linguistic diversity of Canton Graubünden and of the author is not reflected in the text itself. When talking about the multilingual competence of the author, we must not only keep in mind her ability to speak and write in both German and Romansh but also refer to her competence in both high German and Swiss German, or Mundart, since in Switzerland forms of diglossia also exist between these two varieties of German. Schellen-Ursli was written in standard German, and Swiss German is not used in any form within the German edition. A joint edition in German, containing a Swiss German and a high German variant, could have reflected the diglossic situation in Switzerland. Instead, it was left to the adult reader to translate the written high German into spoken Swiss German for the child if they wished to do so (Studer 91). This is the usual way such an "intralingual translation" is done in Switzerland, and only recently have Swiss German texts or translations into Swiss German been introduced on the Swiss literary market. However, this does not mean that the linguistic diversity also present in the German-speaking area of Switzerland is not at all present in the book: Schellen-Ursli just shifted multilingualism and the translation process elsewhere (i.e., to the role played by the adult reader).
Flurina and the Wild Bird and The Snowstorm:
A Different Approach Following the success of Uorsin, Chönz and Carigiet decided to publish a sequel titled Flurina und das Wildvöglein (1952) , a story about Uorsin's sister, Flurina. Shortly after, Der grosse Schnee (1955), a story about the siblings set in the alpine winter, was also published. Originally, Chönz and Carigiet's work was not intended as a trilogy. Uorsin was written as a stand-alone story and only after the huge success of Uorsin did Chönz and Carigiet decide to create the other two books. In the case of the two sequels, however, the order in which the different language versions were produced is the opposite to Uorsin: Chönz first compiled Flurina und das Wildvöglein and Der grosse Schnee in German and then translated them into Romansh. Additionally, in comparison to the production of Schellen-Ursli, Carigiet describes the two sequels as "Bilderbücher mit begleitendem Text" (illustrated books with accompanying text) (Carigiet 63) . After a brief discussion with Chönz about the overall plotline of the book, Carigiet created the illustrations based on his interpretation of the story, and only then did Chönz write the text to accompany the illustrations. Thus, there is a reversal here to the usual tendency to see illustrations in picturebooks as translations of the text. Instead, here the text becomes a transcript of the illustrations. In other words, the process of crowning and uncrowning, or influence (Oittinen, Translating; "The Verbal"), here unfolds in reverse order in comparison to Uorsin. This once again allows us to question the very notion of translation as a binary activity moving from one singular code into another singular code. In our case, in fact, we have an exchange-a retelling-and translation is especially not singular since the plotline influenced the illustrations and the illustrations influenced the text.
Furthermore, unlike Uorsin, in the case of both sequels, the Romansh and German versions were not published simultaneously. In fact, the Romansh versions of Flurina (1953) were published a year after the , 1961 ), French (1955 , 1956 ), and Japanese (1954 translations of the sequels even preceded the Romansh editions. This delay between the publication of the German version of the sequels and their Romansh translations shows that, in this case, producing a translation into the Romansh idioms was not considered as important as having Uorsin immediately available in German. Since Chönz was bilingual and thus able to write in German, too, the Romansh text became superfluous to the publisher. This change in language reflects both the power relations between the minority and majority language and the status acquired by the German free translation of the first book. The translation process is thus reversed in the case of the sequels since the minority language, Romansh, is completely foregone in the initial publication and is only subsequently added.
Moreover, in the case of the Romansh editions of Der grosse Schnee (1955) , the Ladin and Sursilvan versions were not published in a joint edition. Instead, they were published individually and titled La Naivera (Chönz's self-translation) and La Cufla Gronda (adaptation by Flurin Darms), respectively. The Sutsilvan and Surmiran versions were, however, still published in a joint edition. The first volume containing a joint edition of the Ladin and Sursilvan idioms was eventually published in 1980. This edition used Selina Chönz' Ladin version and Flurin Darms' Sursilvan adaptation.
Lastly, although the books were not originally envisaged as a trilogy, the sequels were clearly devised with Uorsin in mind, and the move to create a coherent trilogy was very deliberate. Except for the addition of small sketches alongside the main illustrations, the style remains the same, and several motifs are used throughout the trilogy. In Uorsin, the text and illustrations appear side by side: the text on the verso and the illustration on the recto, reflecting one another. Using Nikolajeva and Scott's typology for the wide diversity of word-image relationships in picturebooks, Uorsin and its two sequels fall into the symmetrical category. In other words, there is a mutually redundant nature of the interaction between the visual and verbal: "the words tell us exactly the same story as the one we can 'read' from the pictures" (Nikolajeva and Scott 14). In Flurina, this symmetrical format is kept, yet smaller black and white sketches also appear on the verso with the text. In Der grosse Schnee, these small black and white sketches occupy even more of the text page, showing sequences of movement that accompany the main illustration on the right page. These sketches not only depict the movement of the characters and plot but also draw the eye towards the main illustration on the recto. This shows a gradual shift from the text and illustrations having equal weight in the first book to the illustrations occupying more of the page, thus dominating the volume visually. Yet even though more illustrations have been added, the sequels maintain the overall format of symmetrical picturebooks.
Conclusion
Chönz and Carigiet's work shows that translation can be an integral part of a picturebook produced in a minority language setting even before this is translated into another language. We have seen this, first, in the adaptation of Ladin into the other Romansh idioms and, second, in the intersemiotic translation of the text into illustrations and vice versa. The adaptations into the other Romansh idioms are further textual representations of the multilayered nature of language and language politics surrounding minority language use, its promotion, and its relationship with the major language it is placed in relation with. In addition, the relationship between text and image brings questions surrounding authorship and originality to the fore. However, to give a full picture of this complex relationship between the verbal and visual, and of the process involved in translating a picturebook as a whole, more research can be done into the paratextual elements of Uorsin and its sequels.
From the role reversal between illustrations and text to the adaptations into Romansh idioms of Uorsin and its sequels, we can see that translation and language are not as binary as often suggested. The relationship between the so-called original and translation, and the target and source language, is much more fluid and complex. When translating a picturebook, not only may the illustrations and texts be translations of each other but the unity of words and images is translated with the intent of producing (rewriting) a new iconotext (Oittinen, "On Translating" 110). If the process of translating picturebooks is taken in combination with the presence of a mi-nority language, it can provide new insights into areas that are often overlooked when discussing the translation of picturebooks between major national languages-since questions regarding concerns such as power relations, multilingualism, and authorship are more visible in such contexts. For this reason, more research needs to be done on the translation of children's literature in multilingual and minority language settings. Additionally, picturebooks are today one of the key genres where text and image interact. Thus, research on picturebooks in minority languages can both broaden the definition of translation and provide answers to wider questions concerning translation, language, meaning, and the history of publishing practices. This could be enhanced with research into Xavier Koller's film adaptation of Schellen-Ursli (2015) and what a shift from a Romansh speaking Uorsin to a Swiss German speaking Ursli means for the questions raised above.
1 Graubünden, also known as Grisons, is the largest and easternmost canton (or member state) of Switzerland.
2
Translated from the German Idiom.
3 A situation where a standard variety is used in formal situations and a low variety is used in familiar and everyday situations.
4
The publisher of the German trilogy was the Schweizer Spiegel Verlag, which mainly published cultural history publications. The Lia Rumantscha, the umbrella association for Romansh language and culture, published the Romansh editions.
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